Wide-range specialists in plastics extrusion

40 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE

Liana s.r.l. manufactures soft and hard profiles and gaskets in various plastic materials. Our know-how also includes co-extrusion, three-tierextrusion and post-extrusion processes. During more than 40 years of activity, our evolution brought us to be today one of the main international
technical players cooperating with several industrial and distributive companies.
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Operating machines today
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KEY POINTS
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Our long experience in the research and development of new materials suitable for several application fields; our efficient internal mould department;
our ability to offer added value through a list of special machining procedures. These are just some of the features that have made Liana s.r.l. one
of the best technically equipped companies dealing with the extrusion of plastic materials in Europe and beyond.

MOULD DEPARTMENT

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

FOCUS ON

Liana s.r.l. srl can rely on a department
entirely devoted to the production
of new toolings, thus becoming a
flexible and expert partner for the
manufacturing of your customized
products. In 2013, we doubled the
productivity of our mould department
in order to fulfil the increasing requests.

Since 1979, Liana s.r.l. has always
been successful in meeting important
challenges in several different
application fields. Thanks to our
versatility, we keep on bringing
innovation and technical solutions
from one sector to the other.

Liana s.r.l. is at present the only
company in Italy able to manufacture
highly
technologically
extruded
products such as conductive profiles for
safety systems, which are mainly used
in automatic doors. Other technical
solutions are offered in the building
and lighting fields.

www.liana.it
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CUSTOMIZED
SOLUTIONS
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“From the project to the product”. This motto certainly represents Liana’s philosophy better than others. We have always considered our
experience in designing and manufacturing new customized profiles as a point of strength. Below you will find some examples of industrial fields
which we work for, thus bearing witness to the huge versatility of our technical experience.

SPORT APPLICATIONS

www.liana.it

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

AIR CONDITIONING
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AUTOMATIC
DOORS
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Liana s.r.l. has been a partner of the leading companies in this field for a long time now and it is well known as the only Italian extruder of safety
edges with conductive material core. Moreover, thanks to our experience, we can produce any kind of gasket or profile for residential or industrial
automatic doors such as sectional doors, gates, barriers, fast doors, etc...

SAFETY PROFILES
WITH CONDUCTIVE MATERIAL

TECHNICAL PROFILES FOR
THE RECURRENT FRICTION

SAFETY PNEUMATIC
PROFILES

We are the only Italian company able to design
and extrude customized sensitive edges in
TPE-V. This material offers maximum resistance
to chemical agents, remarkable temperature
variations, wear, and abrasion.

We designed a co-extruded profile composed by
two special materials for some manufacturers
in this sector, in order to guarantee good sliding
properties and excellent resistance to abrasion
at the same time.

Our long experience in this field has made us one
of the main reference points for the design and
manufacturing of pneumatic seals that meet
the highest safety standards thanks to their
geometry and materials.

www.liana.it
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BUILDING
AND FRAMES
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Liana s.r.l. original mission was the extrusion of gaskets for window and door frames. The fast evolution of this market over the years led us to
propose highly performing materials and products, thus becoming one of the main points of reference for the production of gaskets and profiles
for doors, windows, glass facades and aluminium or PVC systems.

THREE-EXTRUDED GASKETS

RIGID PROFILES

PROFILES FOR
GLASS FRONTS

Since 2001, Liana has been offering three-tier
extruded gaskets in thermoplastic material with
foam core to guarantee the highest quality level
on the market.

Guaranteeing good thermal cutting to the frame
is one of the main goals for the manufacturing
companies. Since ever, Liana can propose the best
solution for your project.

Right from the beginning, we have been operating
in the field of glass facades with highly performing
thermoplastic or polyurethane- based materials.

www.liana.it
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REFRIGERATION
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High-performance materials and additional machining are increasingly requested by operators in the cooling industry. Thanks to its versatility
Liana s.r.l. can meet all these needs while co-operating with important Italian and foreign players in this field.

AESTHETIC FINISH

CERTIFIED MATERIALS

PROFILES
FOR FREEZING ROOMS

In the food retail sector the edges of the cold
cabinets need an aesthetically pleasant finish.
Through particular in-line operations we can
polish the surface of our extruded profiles.

We are equipped to extrude hard profiles selecting
the most suitable material in compliance with the
regulations of the targeted market, such as the
FDA rules applied in the United States.

The cold chamber doors must guarantee excellent
thermal insulation and be made of high-performance
materials at the same time. Even in this case, Liana
comes in with its great experience and provides
profiles that combine these two features.

www.liana.it
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FURNITURE
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Relying on its long experience in this field, Liana s.r.l. is a valuable partner of furniture manufacturers operating in all sectors. From office to home
and bathroom furniture, Liana s.r.l. offers gaskets and profiles always in line with the latest market needs.

WOOD-EFFECT FINISH

PROFILES FOR THE
BATHROOM FURNITURE

PROFILES FOR THE
OFFICE FURNITURE

Thanks to special and dedicated equipment, we
can perform in-line painting even with ‘wooden
effect’ of hard profiles that are often used in
furniture.

We have been operating in the shower boxes field
through the supply of co-extruded profiles with
soft embossed material that can guarantee very
good sliding property and excellent resistance to
mould.

We are very active in the sector of partition walls.
We produce single and co-extruded profiles able
to meet any need and when necessary double
sided bonding tape is applied in line.

www.liana.it
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LIGHTING
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In order to meet the increasingly changing needs in this field, Liana s.r.l. continuously develops customized solutions to improve the look and
functionality of lighting items.

COVER

LIGHT-CONDUCTIVE
MATERIAL

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
WITH LED

We produce a wide range of cover profiles
for neon or LED lights by using UV-resistant
materials suitable to the purpose such as PMMA,
PC and PVC.

We introduced in the market a flexible and
transparent profile able to carry light from one
end to the other, thus finding endless potential
applications in several sectors.

We supply flexible LED solutions with or without
silicon protection, usable in several application
fields.

www.liana.it
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MOULD
DEPARTMENT
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100% independent. Since ever Liana s.r.l. has made the realization of customized products its main activity. Thanks to our completely verticalized
structure, we’re able to create inside our plant any kind of tooling suitable for the production of a new product. The doubling of our mechanical
capacity in 2013 allowed us to face the heavy increase of requests of dedicated articles.

www.liana.it
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TYPES
OF MACHINING
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Liana s.r.l. is equipped to offer an important service and added value to its products, i.e. it can perform on demand a range of supplementary inline and post-production machining operations.

• Application of double sided
bonding tape and protection films
• Customized assembly and packing
• Precision cutting
• Milling
• Drilling
• Punching
• Marking
• Other solutions

www.liana.it
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MATERIALS
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Liana s.r.l. has always focused on acquiring wide knowledge of many different materials. Thanks to this experience, we can recommend to our
client the material that is most suitable for the proposed application.

PVC

PMMA

TPE

PC

TPV

SILICONE

TPU

EPDM

SBS

LDPE

SEBS

HDPE

PP

EVA

ABS

www.liana.it
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